Hidden Prophecy in LeBron James #23 Torn Jersey
Yesterday one of my subscribers, John B, put a comment on one of my
videos pointing out that in the very first NBA game of the season, that
was, I believe, day before yesterday, the Cleveland Cavaliers player,
LeBron James, split open his jersey. His jersey number is 23 and it
was very clear it split right down the middle of the back separating the
number 2 from the number 3. And of course, you my subscribers know
very well that 2 before 3 or 2 over 3 is the fraction 2/3 and that yields
the decimal 666 which is the number of the Antichrist. I am sure this is
not accidental; this was a message from our Lord. He chose the
opening day of the season for His sign because that would be the most
covered in the media. He chose the number one player in the world
and that would be LeBron James; he's the most famous. And he split
the number right down the middle.
And I've been telling you all along that Almighty God does use sporting
events to give us messages. In fact, just last month, Almighty God
pointed out the number 23 when another Cleveland team, the baseball
Indians, lost their 23rd game in a series: they had won 22 games in a
row. That was not accidental either; and I told you at the time it wasn't.
I know a lot of people make fun of me but I only report what I see;
that's my job as a co prophet. Now I want to show you this image
because it is very fascinating.
As you can see, it’s the number 23
split right in half. I think Nike's got to
have some answers for that, I
suppose. The NBA just switched from
Adidas to Nike. And another thing,
LeBron James is known as ‘King
James’; that's his nickname.
So I got to looking at this picture again
and I was thinking about the King
James Bible and James 23. Maybe
that refers to Saint James, chapter 2,
verse number 3 in the King James
Bible. Would you believe chapter 2, verse number 3, in the King James
Bible talks about ‘gay clothing’? I kid you not! I am going to read this
for you. This is my King James Bible even though I usually use the
Douay Rheims, which I believe is more accurate. And here is the
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message in Saint James chapter 2, verse number 3: ‘And ye have
respect to him that wears gay clothing and say unto Him sit thou
here in a good place and say to the poor stand down…' Now, here
God is giving us several very important messages in this prophecy.
Number 1, we are in the End Times: that's what the 2 over 3 stands
for: it stands for 666.
Number 2, in these End Times, homosexuality will be a huge problem
as Almighty God Himself prophesied when he said that in the End
Times (this is Jesus speaking) it would be ‘as in the days of Lot.’ None
of this is accidental. In fact, King James himself was known to be a
homosexual. So that's my message for today; and I would ask for you
my subscribers to give me your input because you always have a lot to
offer and my thanks to John B for the heads up.
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